




























On “Yaowang rulai pin (?????)” of the Zhengfahua jing (????): 
Did Dharmaraks
4
a Insert the Story of the Previous Life of Bhais
4
ajyar?ja 
Tath?gata into the Lotus Sutra?
MAEGAWA Ken’ichi
Abstract?“Yaowang rulai pin (?????, Bhais
4
ajyar?ja Tath?gata)” of the 
Zhengfahua jing (????), Dharmaraks
4
a’s translation of the Lotus Sutra, 
corresponds to the “Fashi pin (???, Dharmabh?n
4




lianhua jing (?????) and the “Dharmabh?n
4
aka-parivarta” of the Saddhar-
mapund
4 4
r?ka, a Sanskrit text of the Lotus Sutra.  The latter half of “Yaowang rulai 
pin” has the same content as the other two texts.  But, as the title itself suggests, 
the former half of that chapter contains the stor y of the previous life of 
Bhais
4
ajyar?ja Tath?gata, which is not found in the other two texts but is in the 
Vimalak?rti-nirdes´a.  It has been supposed that the story of Bhais
4
ajyar?ja Tath?gata 
in the Zhengfahua jing was inserted by Dharmaraks
4
a from the Vimalak?rti-nirdes´a.  
But this hypothesis is inconsistent with the title itself, “Yaowang rulai pin,” that 
does not mention dharmabh?n
4
akas and with some parts of the “Yaowang rulai pin” 
which directly refer to the single vehicle (eka-y?na) theory of the Lotus Sutra.  In 
Zhengfahua jing, the story of Bhais
4
ajyar?ja Tath?gata is very fitting to the context, 
which does not seem to be inserted later.  We suppose that in the prototype of the 
Lotus Sutra the stor y of Bhais
4
ajyar?ja Tath?gata was told in the place of 
“Dharmabh?n
4
aka-parivarta,” but later the teachings about dharmabh?n
4
akas were 
added to this story, and only this added part was left, when the title of the chapter 
was changed to the present one.  We cannot deny the possibility that the Lotus 
Sutra and the Vimalak?rti-nirdes´a independently adopted the story of Bhais
4
ajyar?ja 
Tath?gata from some other sutra(s) concerning that Buddha.  But we find similar 
ideas between the Lotus Sutra and the former half of “Nigamanapar?ndan?-parivarta” 
of the Vimalak?rti-nirdes´a that tells the story of Bhais
4
ajyar?ja Tath?gata.  So there 
seems some relationship between the two sutras, which suppor ts a recent 
hypothesis concerning such influences from one to another.
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